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Abstract: Inline pipe Francis turbine design is proposed. Spiral case is not used in inline pipe Francis turbines and the flow can enter 
the stay vanes directly. The flow rate can be distributed uniformly around stay vanes. Another advantage of the new design is that the static 
pressure drop of the flow is less than that of conventional Francis turbines, which minimize the losses. Working range of the turbine is 
increased in the new design, as well. 
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1. Introduction 
Francis type turbines are the most widely used hydraulic 

turbines because of their wide operating ranges. Francis type 
turbines comprise mainly of a spiral case, stay vanes, guide vanes, a 
runner and a draft tube. Spiral case must supply water uniformly 
along the perimeter of stay vanes with minimum hydraulic losses 
[1]. Stay vanes provide structural strength for the spiral case. Guide 
vanes regulate the flow rate and the power of the turbine. They 
rotate around their axis. Water enters the runner radially and exits 
axially. Draft tube connects the runner outlet and tail water. The 
draft tube increases water pressure up to the atmospheric pressure. 
Figure 1 illustrates the main components of a Francis turbine [2]. 

 
Fig. 1 Main components of a typical Francis turbine 

Water must be distributed to each runner blade equally, this 
effects the turbine efficiency and the generated power directly. 
Nonuniform flow can also cause vibration in the runner, which 
consequently can results in erosion of the blades. Therefore, spiral 
case design gains importance. 

To avoid all these problems, a new inline pipe Francis turbine 
design is proposed for a hydroelectric power plant that is located in 
Bursa, Turkey. The turbines of the power plant was designed by our 
group in 2014 [3]. The power plant has 1.40 MW power capacity, 
78 m net head and 2 m3/s flow rate. The design was a typical 
Francis Turbine. However, in the current study, an alternative 
approach is used. The spiral case is avoided and the flow can enter 
the stay vanes directly [4]. The new design is based on 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis. CFD analyses are 
performed for different head and flow rate values to indicate the 
operating range of the inline pipe turbine. The flow rate can be 
distributed uniformly around the stay vanes. The stay vanes and 
guide vanes are redesigned using the same runner and draft tube.  

2. Nomenclature 
ϴi Angle definition of cylindrical coordinates [º] 

Ps Static pressure [Pa] 

Pt Total pressure [Pa] 

H Head [m] 

Hloss Head loss [m] 

Q Flow rate [m3/s] 

η Efficiency [%] 

P Power [W] 

TD Typical design 

IPD Inline pipe design 

3. Design Methodology 
CFD aided turbine design is based on three main steps, 

preliminary design, geometry generation and CFD [5]. The design 
methodology is shown in Figure 2. The design process starts with 
the specification of head and the flow rate. 

 
Fig. 2. CFD-based design methodology 

Spiral case and draft tube geometries are generated with 
Autodesk Inventor [6]. Stay vanes, guide vanes and runner is 
generated with Ansys Bladegen [7]. Mesh of the spiral case and 
draft tube are generated in Ansys Mesh Module. On the other hand, 
stay vanes, guide vanes and runner are meshed with Ansys 
Turbogrid [7]. Ansys CFX tool is used to perform the CFD analyses 
[7]. High resolution advection scheme is chosen for solver settings. 
Reynolds Averaged Navier – Stokes equations are solved and k – ε 
turbulence model is used [8]. The results are evaluated to find out if 
the required flow rate and efficiency are reached. Analyses are 
repeated until the desired results are obtained. The final design and 
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full turbine analyses are performed for different head and flow rate 
values to obtain the operating region of the turbine. 

The pipe geometry is generated with Solidworks 2014 [9]. The 
pipe is meshed using 6015550 tetrahedral elements and 1535774 
nodes. Total pressure inlet for 78 m and mass flow outlet for 2000 
kg/s are used for the boundary conditions. The analyses are 
continued until minimum hydraulic loss is reached and uniformly 
distributed velocity and pressure contours are obtained. 

The stay vanes are redesigned to direct the flow with desired 
flow angle to the guide vanes. The flow has 50° flow angle at the 
inlet of the stay vanes and 30° at the stay vane outlet. But the flow 
enters with a 90° flow angle to stay vanes for the inline pipe turbine. 
The new stay vanes should direct the flow from 90° to 30° with 
minimum hydraulic losses. The new stay vane geometry design is 
also generated in Ansys Bladegen. The geometry is meshed using 
the H/J/C/L and O grid topology. One stay vane is meshed using 
88230 elements and 97825 nodes. After determining the pipe, stay 
vane and guide vane geometries, full turbine analysis are performed 
to specify the operating range of inline pipe turbine. The analyses 
are performed for 50 m to 110 m head values and 15° to 40° guide 
vane opening angles. Full turbine domain has 15103458 elements 
and 11408860 nodes. Total pressure inlet for head values at pipe 
inlet and static pressure outlet for draft tube outlet boundary 
conditions are given. The hill chart (flow rate versus head with 
respect to efficiency of turbine) is generated. 

4. Results 
Total pressure, static pressure, head losses and efficiency results 

are given on Table 1 for typical design spiral case and inline pipe 
design pipe. The efficiency is increased with inline turbine. 

Table 1: Performance results of spiral case and pipe 

 TD Spiral Case IPD Pipe 

Inlet Outlet Inlet Outlet 

Pt [Pa] 866496 864240 866505 865933 

Ps [Pa] 856334 824943 865734 854926 

Hloss [m] 0.23 0.06 

η [%] 99.4 99.9 

Total pressure, static pressure, head losses and efficiency results 
are given on Table 2 for typical design stay vane and inline pipe 
design stay vane. 

Table 2: Performance results of stay vane 

 TD Stay Vane IPD Stay Vane 

Inlet Outlet Inlet Outlet 

Pt [Pa] 863518 860971 866088 862843 

Ps [Pa] 822689 817139 854031 746073 

α0 [°] 50.9 30.9 89.9 29.4 

Hloss [m] 0.26 0.33 

η [%] 99.8 99.6 

The streamlines of typical design stay vanes and guide vanes 
are shown in Figure 3. The velocity streamlines of inline pipe 
design stay vanes and guide vanes is shown in Figure 4. It shows 
that the flow is uniformly following the blade surfaces, as opposed 
to conventional design. There is no flow separation for the stay 
vanes and guide vanes. 

The runner results of conventional design and inline pipe design  
are given on Table 3. 

 

Table 3: Performance results of runner 

 TD Runner IPD Runner 

Inlet Outlet Inlet Outlet 

Ps [Pa] 560443 59416 586172 51082 

H [m] 75.4 75.0 

Q [m3/s] 1.99 2.19 

η[%] 95.8 96.1 

P [kW] 1405.5 1539.5 

 

 
Fig. 3 Velocity contours and vectors of stay vanes and guide vanes for 

typical design 

 

 
Fig. 4 Velocity contours and vectors of stay vanes and guide vanes for inline 

pipe design 

The hill chart of the turbines are generated from full turbine 
CFD analyses. The hill chart of the conventional design turbine is 
given in Figure 5 and inline pipe design turbine in Figure 6. It is 
shown in Figure 5 that the turbine can operate up to 93% efficiency 
between 1.5 to 2.2 m3/s flow rate and 70 to 80 m head. 

The advantage of the new design is that the static pressure drop 
of the flow is less than that of conventional turbine, which 
minimizes the losses. Working range of the turbine is increased in 
the new design, as well. Inline pipe turbine can operate on a wider 
range of flow rate and head values more efficiently. It is easily 
understood from Figure 6 that high efficiency operating area is 
enlarged for inline pipe design turbine. The turbine could operate up 
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to 93% efficiency between 1.2 to 2.7 m3/s flow rate and 60 to 90 m 
head so it means that the inline pipe turbine could operate at highest 
efficiency approximately for all working conditions. Also the 
generated turbine power is increased. 

 
Fig. 5 Hillchart of the typical turbine 

 
Fig. 6 Hill chart of the inline pipe turbine 

The elimination of spiral case also reduces the design and 
production costs. Moreover, the turbine takes less space in the 
power plant. The general view of inline pipe turbine is shown in 
Figure 7. 

 
Fig. 7 General view of inline pipe turbine 

5. Conclusion and Discussions 
A new type of Francis turbine design is proposed to improve the 

operating range of the turbine which was designed using 
conventional techniques, before. Inline pipe Francis turbine design 
is proposed so that the spiral case is not used in the new design. The 
flow enters the stay vanes directly so non-uniform flow rate 
distribution is avoided. In addition to this, the static pressure drop is 
less than typical design so the produced power is increased as well. 
Full turbine analyses are performed to generate hill chart of turbine 
to determine the operating region of turbines. In conclusion, the 
operating region of the turbine is expanded considerably for the 
inline pipe design. The inline pipe turbine design also has some 
other advantages. It is compact and takes up less space in the power 
plant that can reduce the construction costs of the power plant. Also 
the elimination of spiral case reduces the design and manufacturing 
costs. 
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